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Abstract:



Based on the concept of flexibility and online learning, world class universities and academic personalities launched a new educational business model (MOOCs) allowing all interested people to freely access the online open courses. MOOC platforms are designed for continuous education and for knowledge improvement in the selected areas of interest. In this paper will be analyzed the influence of several factors specific to MOOC upon the quality of educational activity.
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Introduction Due to the fast access to information offered by Internet, people all over the world became increasingly interested in the opportunities given by the online education. Universities took advantage of this new learning experience, adapting their curricula and offering flexible educational programs, eliminating the problem of in campus learning spaces. Based on the concept of flexibility and online learning, world class universities and academic personalities launched a new educational business model (MOOCs) allowing all interested people to freely access
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the online open courses. MOOC platforms are designed for continuous education and for knowledge improvement in the selected areas of interest. Although the MOOC are taught by highly qualified persons, issues regarding poor understanding of concepts presented may occur. This is due to the fact that these courses are followed by large number of people with different levels of education and who may not always have the best proficiency of the course‘s language. At the same time, the massive online attendance to the courses rises difficulties in what concerns the ongoing, objective and professional evaluation of the students by the trainers. Taking into consideration these aspects, questions about the quality of education given by MOOC rise. In this paper will be analyzed the influence of several factors specific to MOOC upon the quality of educational activity. This evaluation will take into consideration the differences between classic educational processes and eLearning educational processes, with special focus on MOOC processes characteristics. The analysis of MOOC for identifying the main strings of quality should begin first of all by regarding the offered learning outcome as a finished product, which is launched on the market, rated by consumers and then adapted to their expectations. Such an analysis can take into account the way the education is done, but also the way people are used to learn and how they use gained information when solving a problem (situation) at the work place. As MOOC offer courses to people belonging to various cultures, people used to different educational systems, it is a very difficult task to ensure quality to all the mass.
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Functions of higher education In order to express a relevant opinion about education quality in the MOOC system, the functions of higher education in general should be first brought into discussion as we have to be able to see in which way MOOC system is likely to achieve them. Barnett (1992) in his work „Improving Education: Total Quality Care‖, identifies 4 leading functions of higher education: 



Producer of qualified human resources.







Research career expert.







Efficient vector in spread of education.







Tool to increase life chances.



Currently MOOC education system fulfills the last two functions: the one of effective vector in the transmission of education and that of development tool for knowledge horizon of the individual and also for life chances increase. By providing courses to an almost unlimited number of education consumers, on very low costs and without limitations of space and time, MOOC



education



system



can



be



considered



an



efficient



vector



transmission of education. It also leads to an upper level of education democratization and to a complete point of universal access to knowledge, the excluded ones being those who have no access to a computer Internet connection and some people with disabilities. By providing access to short timing courses, in highly variable domains without requiring students to complete a study program curriculum, MOOC system provides a useful and very accessible tool to all those interested to broaden their horizon of knowledge or acquire skills in
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other areas besides those studied in the university curriculum. MOOC system offers opportunities to those who wish to acquire knowledge in areas that are like a hobby for them, and for those who want to requalify



Analysing the quality threads of MOOC The academic quality is ―a comprehensive term referring to how, and how well, higher education providers manage teaching and learning opportunities to help students progress and succeed‖ (The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, UK, 2014). The education quality is determined by the learners‗ features (healthy and motivated students), by the processes (capable teachers who use active pedagogical methods), by the content (a relevant curriculum) and by the systems (a good governance and a fair resource allocation) (Dakar Framework for Action, UNESCO, 2000). In the article „The Quality of Educational Services in Higher Education – assurance, management or excellence?‖ Sârbu, Ilie, Enache, and Dumitriu, (2009) came to the conclusion that whatever definition we gave to the quality on the level of international academic communities they have gotten on a common point: to reach and to maintain the highest possible standards, demonstrated by mechanism of identification and gratification



of the



social needs to



go



into



the



systematic



identification of the opportunities, strengths and weaknesses to renew the education schedule and the teaching methods to develop permanent programs of personnel training and specialization the ability of quick and flexible readjustment to the students‘ needs and of the other interested parts to elaborate procedures of realistic evaluation to assure adequate financial resources.
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We can identify three types of stakeholders who are interested in the quality of education offered by such platforms. They are: 



students (learners) who wish to improve their knowledge in the field of which they are concerned,







MOOC providers who ensure the open education through specific learning platforms







3rd party beneficiaries, in general businesses that assess the quality of the knowledge acquired and their value on the job market, by offering an extra competitiveness.



Courses



providers



offer



must



be



able



to



meet



customers'



expectations and to adapt their product to customers' needs, users have to be satisfied with their acquired knowledge and, ultimately, the society has to benefit from this complementary, lifelong learning system of MOOC. Thereby a high quality level of education quality offered through MOOC platforms can be attained only when all stakeholders involved in the process do achieve their aim. Each of these actors involved in MOOC educational process has different needs, but the ultimate purpose of all should be a quality ―product‖. Next, it will be studied how quality is perceived by each of them. The most important actors in the educational process are the learners - people who want to acquire more knowledge. From their point of view, MOOC platforms may be the ideal place for satisfying their need of knowledge as the education received is generally free and those who provide knowledge are people recognized in the field, their professional skills and expertise being certified by the universities they represent.
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In addition, learners can interact more easily to a large number of people who are interested in the topics presented and the knowledge they acquire is offered both by qualified persons and by other individuals who have studied or are studying in the field. There are also several advantages offered by learning in online environment from the point of view that each student may organize the learning process depending on his/her needs and on his/ her available time. Thus, learners are not required to be present at a specified time at the course, the information being available throughout the duration of the course, without the constrain of physically being in a specific place. Also, they can access courses from anywhere and any new information posted can be easily shared, viewed and discussed by all participants in the course. Nevertheless



all



these



advantages



may



easily



turn



into



disadvantages, affecting thus the quality of educational act. Everything depends on the level of perception and expectations of each individual, on the quality ―standards‖ they have. Most of such courses are free, only the certificate proving a course accomplishing



bearing



some



issuing



costs.



However,



obtaining



a



certificate does not guarantee the knowledge gained, nor does it certify the quality of educational act. For example, there cannot be obtained credit points recognized by universities, raising thus some question marks regarding the quality of learning. While classic - on campus and online official educational programs offered by universities benefit from a certified, objective, recognized knowledge assessment process, in case of MOOC platforms learners evaluation is quite subjective. Due to the large number of students attending a course (hundreds or even thousands), their evaluation along the course is very difficult to be objectively performed by the tutoring staff. Therefore, subjectivity interferes, as individual tasks of learners are
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peer reviewed by other learners who do not have tutor‘s knowledge, who may not understand the value of the work reviewed or who may over appreciate poor fulfilled tasks.



We can say that such an assessment



may not always be correct and valid, leading towards unjustly certifying people who claim having have accomplished a highly prestigious course from a highly prestigious



university. Another



aspect



that



makes



certification less valuable and trusted is that no one can be sure that tests, essays or papers of a particular student are prepared by himself/ herself or by somebody else better trained, signing in his /her name. All the registration and evaluation is based on trust and on a code of honor that can easily be violated in order to easily gain a prestigious certificate. The quality of information provided/obtained through these courses is not always at a certified scientific level. Even though much of the knowledge is transmitted by the tutor – an expert in the field and information bears relevant scientific quality, being certified both by the professor, university and his scientific environment, there is vast unreliable information running across learners. Thus, the trainee is bombarded with a huge amount of information that may not be disseminated correctly and that may shape wrong understandings in the studied domain. Due to the high volume of information circulating between learners, the course coordinator cannot always validate or invalidate the quality of transmitted information. Another issue which may lead to misunderstanding of the offered knowledge is linked to the language used for communication and learning. Because MOOC platforms allow access to anyone who has an Internet connection, is it possible that not everyone who accesses the information know perfectly the language of the course. In the article „The Relationship Communication Structure - Uncertainty Avoidance Reflected in Romanian Websites Design‖ Pleşea, D., Pamfilie, R., & Maiorescu, I. came to the conclusion that „is a differences in the way information is



best



perceived



because



of



the



specific



gender‘s



cognitive
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structures,



culture‖. Therefore, even if the information is correct, the



quality and the outcome of the knowledge acquired may be poor. At the same time, since evaluation of essays and projects is done by other students, it is possible that the one that evaluates may not correctly perceive certain nuances of the message conveyed by the one who has prepared the work or the expressions used for preparing it may be incorrect, therefore the work – though correct in its essence, may be poorly evaluated due to its lack of understanding. These issues can question the validity and quality of evaluation and thereby lowering the quality of the educational act. If we evaluate quality in terms of allocated time for education, we can affirm that learners can organize upon their will their learning time, this generally being considered an advantage.



As for MOOC students



training activity is usually complementary to other working and studying related activities, they must be very well organized to carry on the learning process. At the same time, they have to make sustained efforts in order to get reasonable results, they need take time to communicate, read, listen and solve tasks, to be able to concentrate on study and even to give up other activities to devote to study. As most of MOOC also have an interactive component where students can communicate with the professor and with other participants on the course, because of the time zone difference, some learns will not be able to participate in such open meetings. Also, due to the fact that there are so many learners, professors scheduled sessions for discussions and explanations are not sufficient for learners needs. Even if these discussions are recorded and can be accessed later, those trainees who were not able to participate to the interactive sessions will lack the certainty given by the exchange of ideas, by talking to a professor who could have elucidated some doubts, as well as by talking to other students for a constructive exchange of ideas. The time zone differences along with the general great number of people placing questions in these interactive sessions make difficult the clarification of certain ambiguities or the validation of the knowledge
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acquired until then. Thus, flexibility may bring also disadvantages and inequities in the offered learning, affecting the perceived quality. If we make a comparison of MOOC with university official educational programs offered online, through e-learning platforms, we notice that although both offer the possibility of a flexible study schedule, the number of students who participate in the e-learning course is much smaller, so the professor can communicate more easily to each of the trainees, assessing correctly their evolution and the level of knowledge of each participant to the



course.



Thus,



the



student



can



permanently



validate



his/her



knowledge gained and can get explanations to all less understood aspects of the studied field. All these issues presented so far can be taken into account when assessing (and perceiving) quality of the educational process and the quality of knowledge an individual obtains after learning through MOOC. It should be taken into consideration the fact that from the point of view of the student attending such courses, it is important to provide the a correct, objective evaluation of his/her own acquired knowledge, a good organization of the learning activities and interactive sessions so that all learners may have the opportunity to directly discuss with the professor, the training materials and the adequate professors that will facilitate learning of new things and understanding of complicated concepts in a short period of time. Because anyone can attend MOOC, regardless of his/her level of knowledge, often, the lack of a minimum preparation makes impossible the completion of the course. As such, learners have to give up the course and enroll ( if available) to those classes offering the foundation for understanding the basic concepts. As these courses are not always linked together from the point of view of an acceptable time frame, such users will have an incomplete knowledge of what they would have expected to gain through MOOC, in a specific timeframe. The ease of participating



to



courses



offered



through



MOOC



can



open



new
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perspectives to learners, as their interest for further studying in the same field or in a different one may be awaken. Although this is a positive aspect, it may have a downside if the trainees choose to follow more courses simultaneously and share their attention and efforts to other areas, not achieving their maximum potential in the field of the course. From the learner's point of view the results of the work carried out within the framework of the course and, consequently, the perception of course‘s quality, depend on his/ her expectations and on the amount of knowledge acquired as a result of course‘s completion. If we take into account the fact that the assessment of the quality is done perceptually and completion of courses followed on MOOC platforms are not certified by any certification institution of education quality, each individual can establish their own quality standards and thus we can say that from users point of view, the quality is very relative.



Conclusions and future research directions The current paper presents the various approaches of quality in elearning with specific focus on MOOC. MOOC phenomenon appeared since recently, therefore a dedicated quality standard was not an issue of interest for the market and for the academic environment. However, as these courses grow in popularity there is a need to officially measure their



quality. MOOC



platforms, gathering thousands



of registered



participants per course, are a very reliable source of information about the expected quality – expressed in terms of users needs and requirements, and about the way the designed learning processes should work. This information could contribute to international quality standards in e-learning improvement and to developing a dedicated standard, so a research for this purpose should be set. As such, the MOOC platforms should gather continuously feedback from users and identify the key areas of knowledge required by the market, the most appropriate
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methods of transferring know-how through e-learning, the design of communication and evaluation processes. As more and more of elearning activity deployed by users is taking place with the help of mobile devices, it would be important to see if the MOOC platforms are adequate for mobile learning and to which extend the learning process is affected by the use of mobile technologies. Also it is important that future research collect and analyze data from the market and measure the real utility of MOOC on long term, as only in this way the quality of the learning provided can be checked.
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